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A. Från Rachels kommentarer direkt efter inspelningen 
i. Ordnade efter session 

 

H: 
• Nielsen: Generally I found this a comfortable acoustic to play in. The sound 

was warm, but a little to the bright side - a lot of high overtones. This 
balance of more high frequencies meant that the bassoon was a bit 
disadvantaged: the bassoon felt weaker than usual. The hall felt large, 
perhaps a little too large for a wind quintet. Our instinct seemed to be to 
play out more, wishing to fill the space. The effect was that we seemed to 
play everything a little bit louder, including the softer dynamics. As we got 
more used to the hall, however, we dared to play softer and discovered that 
the clarity of the sound of the hall means that it is possible to play extremely 
quietly without losing the quality of the sound. There was quite a bit of 
reverb, meaning that silences in the music needed to be held longer. 
Otherwise it was not problematic. All the instruments could clearly be 
heard on stage, making ensemble work easy. Some of the instrument blends 
seemed to work better than others. Flute and oboe mixed well in the 
unisons, and flute and clarinet seemed to work fairly well. Oboe and 
bassoon did not really blend, and I felt this was due to the bassoon sound 
being muffled by the acoustics, or perhaps because of the bassoon needing 
to push the sound in order to be heard. 

 
L: 

• Nielsen: This acoustic felt quite comfortable to play in, a bit drier than before 
but not dry. The sound was warm and dark, but also limited. It felt a little dense 
and like there was less flexibility to make different sound colours. There 
seemed to be more middle and lower frequencies and less of the high 
overtones. The bassoon was in balance this time, but the flute was 
disadvantaged - particularly in the high range. It was not possible to have 
brilliance in the sound. The middle range, particularly oboe, clarinet and horn 
seemed to come through more, meaning those instruments sometimes needed 
to hold back so as not to cover the others. I felt that the dynamic range was a bit 
limited. It felt uncomfortable and hard work to play the very soft dynamics, it 
was still possible to play soft, but not extremely soft. And I also felt that we did 
not really fill out the loud dynamics either, we held back a little. Everything was 



a bit in the middle, and the extremes were neglected. Oboe and bassoon, and 
oboe and flute blended well this time. Flute and clarinet did not seem to blend 



very well. The size of the space felt good for chamber music. There was a 
feeling of intimacy rather than a large concert hall. All the instruments could be 
heard and because the acoustic was a little dry, it was very easy to be accurate 
in the playing. 

 

M: 
• Nielsen: My immediate response in this acoustic was dislike, which lessened 

as I became more accustomed to the sound, but did not disappear. I felt there 
was a kind of resistance in the hall that I needed to push against, and that this 
produced a hard edge in the sound. It also felt muddy - I did not feel clarity of 
different instruments or any real group sound. No instrument seemed to be 
particularly disadvantaged in this acoustic, but at the same time, all 
instruments seemed compromised: none of the instruments sounded at their 
best. I was able to hear my colleagues, but not really connect with them. The 
result was a feeling of isolation. There were a couple of places where we 
became inaccurate and got slightly apart, which I attributed to the feeling of 
isolation. There were no specific blending problems between instruments. All 
of it was within an acceptable range, but at the same time, we were unable to 
really create a group sound. Our dynamic and sound colour range were 
smaller than usual. It seemed to me that we were five individuals playing at 
the same time rather than a quintet. 

 
 

B. Från Rachels kommentarer vid "direktlyssning" i efterhand 
 

H: 
• Nielsen: Generally I like this recording, it makes a good overall impression. 

The sound is warm, but a little to the bright side - my own (oboe) sound is 
brighter than I expected. There is some flexibility in dynamics and tone- 
colour, but I feel it is less than what we normally play. The louder dynamics 
are warm and full and seem to work well. In the quieter passages, however, 
the flute tends to stick out a bit and doesn't blend/balance so well with the 
clarinet. There seems to be a bit of sound distortion in the low range of the 
bassoon and horn. There's quite a bit of reverb which makes a few sections 
sound a bit messy - the sound doesn't have enough time to clear in some 
places. 

 

L: 
• Nielsen: There is something in the overall sound quality which I dislike in this 

one. Somehow the centre of the note seems a bit unfocused or distorted. I feel 
that this distortion makes the quieter sections seem louder than they are and 
therefore takes away from the overall dynamic range. Overall blending seems 
all right, but the general sound quality makes me unhappy. I feel that this 
overall sound quality improves through the take, perhaps we got used to it and 
adjusted, or perhaps my ears adjusted as I was listening. 

 

M: 
• Nielsen: I like this one. Good overall sound. All the instruments sound good 



individually and also blend well into a common sound. The flute seems to stick 
out sometimes and disappear at other times, I'm not sure why. The clarinet 
also disappears a couple of times. The dynamic range is a bit limited in this 
one. 

 
 

Från Rachels jämförande efterhandskommentarer (B): 
 

i. Ordnade efter session 
 
 

H: 
• Generellt H jämfört med M Nielsen: Overall, I much prefer M There is more 

clarity and accuracy due to less reverb. The general sound in H is a bit bright, 
and there is not enough bass. In M, the instruments blend very well and 
balance well almost all of the time. I feel that there are more different colors 
and there is more flexibility in M. For both versions, I feel that the quiet end of 
the dynamics is lacking, but perhaps this is more due to how we play. 

• Specifikt: I find there is more clarity in H; The instruments are heard clearly 
individually and there is a good blended sound when the common forte 
comes, but the bass end is a little thin; In H, the horn sounds very smooth, but 
a bit inflexible through the solo; in H the oboe dominates and it is generally 
quite bright in sound; In H there is more air around the notes; In both versions 
(H and M), we struggle to get a real piano sound, but H is better; Bigger 
contrast of sforzando interjections in H 

 
L: 

• Generellt L jämfört med H Nielsen: Recording L has many advantages over H in 
that there is are more bass frequencies which helps the balance, and the drier 
acoustic brings cleaner articulation. Recording H is a bit to the bright side, and 
a bit boomy. Recording L, however, has a particular sound quality that has a 
hard edge and feels constricted, that it is difficult for me to see past. I feel that 
even though the instruments are somehow balanced, they don't blend. There 
are less colours and it is less interesting to listen to. Both the quiet and loud 
dynamics seem affected by a roughness to the sound, which takes away their 
impact and makes the range seem smaller. 

• Specifikt: 
 

M: 
• Generellt M jämfört med L Nielsen: I much prefer recording M. There is 

something constricted and rough about the overall sound picture in L that I 
find disturbing. It creates an inflexibility of the sound, and the instruments are 
somehow unable to blend well. It sounds very much like individual players the 
whole time, rather than a group. Somehow everything is all right, and I can 
hear everything in L, but I dislike it. There are also quite a lot of ensemble 
problems in L, with people somehow unable to accurately play together. 

• Specifikt: Session M has a smaller, more compact sound. The bass end is more 
filled out, but the overall sound lacks some brilliance. The flute is first a bit 



dominating and then disappears a bit at the end. Blending is better for 
flute/clarinet and oboe/bassoon in M than H. The sound is darker and more 
focused, and I find the fortes more convincing. There is more bass. The slightly 
drier acoustic helps with clarity in the busier section; in M the horn makes a 
beautiful color change; The oboe/bassoon solo is much better in M than in H, 
in M they are balanced and a bit more flexible; The flute/clarinet ostinato 
seems smoother in M, giving more space to the solo lines. The articulation of 
the repeated notes is better in M; in M there is more clarity; The 
oboe/bassoon solo has more flexibility of dynamics and colors in M than in H; 
Articulation cleaner in M; Repeated notes clearer in M; M feels tighter and 
more accurate; 

 
ii. Ordnade efter parameter 

 
• Tempo: 

o H: — 
o L: — 
o M: — 

• Samtidighet/samspel: 
o H: — 
o L: Recording L has many advantages over H in that there is are more bass 

frequencies which helps the balance; I feel that even though the 
instruments are somehow balanced, they don't blend; the instruments are 
somehow unable to blend well. It sounds very much like individual players 
the whole time, rather than a group; There are also quite a lot of ensemble 
problems in L, with people somehow unable to accurately play together. 

o M: In M, the instruments blend very well and balance well almost all of the 
time; Blending is better for flute/clarinet and oboe/bassoon in M than H 

• Dynamik: 
o H: For both versions, I feel that the quiet end of the dynamics is lacking, 

but perhaps this is more due to how we play. In both versions (H and M), 
we struggle to get a real piano sound, but H is better 

o L: Both the quiet and loud dynamics seem affected by a roughness to the 
sound, which takes away their impact and makes the range seem smaller. 

o M: For both versions, I feel that the quiet end of the dynamics is lacking, 
but perhaps this is more due to how we play; I find the fortes more 
convincing 

• Klang: 
o H: 
o L: Recording L, however, has a particular sound quality that has a hard 

edge and feels constricted; There are less colours and it is less interesting 
to listen to: There is something constricted and rough about the overall 
sound picture in L; 

o M: I feel that there are more different colors and there is more flexibility in 
M [than in H]; The sound is darker and more focused, and I find the fortes 
more convincing. There is more bass [than in H]; 

• Artikulation: 
o H: Bigger contrast of sforzando interjections in H [compared to M] 



o L: the drier acoustic brings cleaner articulation [than H] Somehow 
everything is all right, and I can hear everything in Z, but I dislike it 

o M: in M there is more clarity; Articulation cleaner in M; Repeated notes 
clearer in M; 

• Akustik: 
o H: — 
o L: — 
o M: — 

• Helhet: 
o H: — 
o L: Recording L, however, has a particular sound quality that has a hard 

edge and feels constricted, that it is difficult for me to see past. I feel that 
even though the instruments are somehow balanced, they don't blend. 
There are less colors and it is less interesting to listen to 

o M: I much prefer recording M [to L]; Session M has a smaller, more 
compact sound. The bass end is more filled out, but the overall sound lacks 
some brilliance; The oboe/bassoon solo is much better in M than in H, in 
M they are balanced and a bit more flexible; M feels tighter and more 
accurate; 
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